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Abstract. The idea behind the semantic web is that documents will contain ad-

ditional markup that make explicit the information content of unstructured me-

dia. We present here the Document Souls system which allows documents to 

become animate, actively searching the wider world for more information about 

their own contents, attaching relevant information to itself as additional 

markup. A Document Soul is a set of information requests that are attached to a 

document as annotation. A demon within the system polls these requests and 

activates search agents that asynchronously respond to unsatisfied requests.  To 

control search and relevance, collections of information requests are packaged 

as personalities which filter out unwanted information. In this paper, we present 

the structure of the Document Souls architecture and the function of personali-

ties for performing contextualized search. 

1   Introduction 

Growing frustration with the string based indexing techniques now available for 

searching the Web has lead to a demand for a Semantic Web [1] in which documents 

would contain, in addition to their raw human-readable content, extra annotation that 

makes certain information in the document explicit in a standard format [2]. Most 

such annotation systems have supposed that this annotation in added by the authors of 

the document, maybe semi-automatically [3], or by reinterpreting structure explicit in 

the page [4], or by filtering the document content through an existing structure such as 

an ontology [5]. All these annotation approaches view the document as a static entity 

that is transformed by the process of an outside agent into another static entity.  

An alternative view is to consider a document as an active participant in its own 

annotation. If we consider that the relation between a document’s contents and the 



information space represented by the WWW and the Grid is ever changing, then it is 

necessary to have a mechanism for continually creating new annotations and modify-

ing old annotations associated with a document. We decided to center this updating 

processing within the original document and thus designed the Document Soul3 system 

that we present here4.  

2   Scenarios 

Before describing the Document Souls architecture, we begin with some scenarios 

that describe its general utility.  

• It’s late in the evening and you are preparing to leave the office. A last e-

mail arrives from your boss calls with an attached document to be worked 

on. You now have three options: hang up your coat and start to work on 

the document, send the document to your home account and work on it 

overnight, or pretend you didn’t read the message until the next day. A 

fourth option is to add a Document Soul to the document. The document 

then works on itself overnight identifying people, products, finding their 

homepages5 and descriptions, preparing your work for the next day. 

• A part of the intellectual property of a company resides in the patents that 

it controls. These documents currently lie dormant until someone familiar 

with them comes across some instance of possible infringement, and de-

cides to call up the patent and compare it to the litigious case. Adding 

Document Souls to these patents can transform them into active agents 

scouring corporate websites for new products that relate to the patent. 

When the augmented patent finds something interesting, it alerts the legal 

team with the summary of the possible infringement, the incriminating 

website, and a copy of itself in the lawyers’ mailboxes. 

• You find an interesting description of site you think you might like to 

visit. You attach a Document Soul to the page, and supplementary infor-

mation that would allow you to plan a trip (train times, maps, nearby sites, 

photos) are searched for by the augmented document. The next day, you 

reopen the document and find this extra annotation that eases your deci-

sion making. 

 

It is evident that recent advances in web-based information extraction technology 

[6][7] have made any of these scenarios feasible. What is not evident is that a general 

information and search tool can perform such a wide variety of distinct tasks without 

                                                           
3 The imagery associated with the would ‘soul’ involves the quickening of inert matter. 
4 The work presented here was performed while both authors were on the staff of the Xerox 

Research Centre Europe (Meylan, France; www.xrce.xerox.com). “Document Souls” is a 

registered trademark of Xerox. The intellectual property of the system described here is cov-

ered by US patents 6868411, 6778979, 6732090, and other patents pending 
5 Accessing perhaps an information aggregator such as ZoomInfo which has been scanning the 

web, collating information about people and companies in the US. 



creating an unmanageable amount of irrelevant noise.  This observation led us to de-

fine Personalities for the Document Souls system. In the next sections we will describe 

the architecture of this Document Souls system for contextualized, independent 

search. 

 

3. Document Souls Architecture  

The architecture of  a Document Souls system is the following : 

 

• A collection of Document Soul endowed documents 

• A demon that polls Document Soul endowed documents at regular inter-

vals to treat any unsatisfied requests 

• A personality which is a packaged collection of domain-specific search 

requests 

• Software agents which can satisfy a request and generate new requests 

 

We now explain these components with some examples.  

3.1  Endowing and polling a document  

A document becomes endowed with a Document Souls once it is annotated with an 

unsatisfied search request. An example of a search request is FindPeopleHere. This 

request is appended to the original document as additional XML markup, such as 

<ds:request=FindPeopleHere scope=wholedoc/>, in which ‘ds’ refers to the Document 

Soul namespace. Once such a request appears in document, the document is endowed.  

When the demon accesses this document, it removes the request from the document 

will activate a software agent associated with “FindPeopleHere”, passing along the 

contents of the documents to the agent. The agent will identify people [8] in the 

document. Identified names will be repackaged as XML markup and added to the 

original document to be made available to other requests, for example as 

<ds:FoundPeople people=“John Smith, Tom Jones”>. If the document contains the 

additional request <ds:request=FindHomePages scope=FoundPeople>, this subse-

quent request will be sent, the next time the demon polls the document, to a different 

software agent that finds an returns homepages6 for each of the named entities.  

 

In addition to such simple requests for additional annotations, some requests can gen-

erate both additional annotation and additional requests. For example, the request 

<ds:request=“FindStockPrice” code=XRX time= “17:30EST”>  will be sent to an 

agent that will which will return both the stock quote at the end of the market as well 

as an additional request similar to the original that will be activated by the demon 

                                                           
6 For example, such a service exists for computer scientists at http://hpsearch.uni-trier.de/  



watching over the endowed document the next day.  Responding to one request can 

generate a number of additional requests. 

3.2 Software Search Agents 

A software agent is any independently callable software module that accepts informa-

tion passed to it by the demon, processes this information, and possibly returns anno-

tation and/or new requests that the Document Soul demon integrates into the original 

document. The agent may be passed the entire contents of the documents, or only 

subparts. A typical action of an agent would be to interact with an online data source, 

such as Medline to search for articles concerning a certain concept. The agent is re-

sponsible for preparing the query, negotiating connection protocols (which might 

involve electronic payments), recovering the results of the information request, and 

formatting the results for inclusion as additional notation. Creating such agents cur-

rently involves wrapping [9] search engines but they will become easier to construct 

once Semantic Web Services [10] become more prevalent. An agent may also work 

locally, preparing work for some other agent. For example, one agent may extract all 

medical terms from a document, and isolate them in a separate annotation; another 

agent may take the results of this extraction and formulate three-by-three combinations 

of these medical concepts that are added into the document as requests for searches on 

a medical source such as MedLine (e.g. <ds:request=MedLineSearch content=“cancer 

AND radiofrequency ablation AND tumor”); and a series of other agents may run 

each query independently marshalling their results to return to the Document Souls 

demon.  

3.2  Personalities  

In order to focus the requests that are applied to a document, we collect Document 

Soul requests into a personality, a packaged set of information requests (and their 

associated software agents). Here are some examples of personalities that we can 

define, with the list of information requests that they contain: 

• Tech Watch personality: 

o identify industrial concepts and products in the document; identify 

names of companies and individuals; build an organizational chart 

for each company; find the company; find competitors for each 

named company; find tutorials on the concepts; find white papers; 

access stock histories of companies; find out who they are hiring; 

find press releases and business reports; find conferences in which 

the concepts appear in the call-for-paper or program; search for pat-

ents owned by the people and companies above; find addresses of 

home offices; branch offices; get map to companies; build patent da-

tabase around concepts in the document; collect URLS mentioning 

companies or products; identify other products offered by the com-

pany; get weather reports for the home office; 



• Patent Attorney Personality 

o find other patents by same inventors; find other patents with same 

International Patent Code; find all patents which reference this one; 

identify concepts from Description; identify concepts from Claims; find other patents with same concepts; find home pages of all the 

inventors; find home pages of Assignee; find any references to pub-

lished papers by the inventors; try to identify any products associ-

ated with assignee, inventors, and concepts; find other papers writ-

ten by authors together, separately;  

• Scientific Personality 

o identify concepts; identify central subject domain; produce summa-

ries (quantitative, undirected, directed); find online versions of it-

self; isolate its bibliography; find home pages of all the authors; find 

home pages of all cited authors; find online versions of cited papers; 

find tutorials about concepts; find conferences in which the concepts 

in the document are talked about; research patents on topic; 

find/create BibTex version of citation; find other papers written by 

authors together, separately; find papers with related concepts by 

other authors 

• Fiction Reader Personality 

o identify character names; link character names to appearances in 

book; find place names; find time period; link place names to maps 

on the WWW; link place names to photos;  find street names; map 

street names 

 

Each one of the individual tasks listed within the above personalities can be automated 

with current natural language processing and search technology.  Some tasks can be 

useful in more than one personality. For example, the task “find other papers written 

by authors together, separately” which would take a list of authors and search through 

repositories such as CiteSeer or the Computer Science Bibliography at http://dblp.uni-

trier.de, and return articles by members of the list, is listed as being part of the “Scien-

tific Personality” and as being part of  the “Patent Attorney Personality.”  

 

Applying different personalities to the same text will produce different sets of annota-

tions.  An example of this could be endowing a call-for-papers with a scientific per-

sonality during the paper preparation phase, and then taking the same original docu-

ment and endowing it with a “travel agent” personality that would search for train 

connections and hotel possibilities once the paper was accepted.  

 

The results of endowing a document with one of these personalities can result in a 

tremendous amount of annotation, even though the information retrieved has been 

restricted by the personality’s limitations on what sources are searched and how these 

sources are filtered by the task-centric search agent. Since the annotation is appended 

in XML format, the information can be hidden from the user of the document until 

requested, just as hyperlinks hide a vest network of related information [11]. A style 



sheet for a given personality can present the information, for example, in a hierarchi-

cal and hopefully intuitive fashion.  Figure 1 taken from the Xerox Document Souls 

fact sheet7 presents an interface that shows both the selection of a personality to be 

applied to a web-based document (in the upper left-hand frame) as well as the results 

of a personality-oriented annotation (here a BiologyWatch personality). The results of 

the annotations are presented both as pop-windows connected to highlighted words, 

and as a separate frame (lower left) that provides a hierarchical structure into the re-

trieved information.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.  This screen shot shows an example of a Document Souls interface for a 

Biology Watch Personality (from the Document Souls Information sheet pub-

lished at   http://www.xrce.xerox.com/showroom/pdf/docsouls.pdf) 

 

Composing a new personality involves choosing a new combination of information 

requests with their associated task-centric search agents. The details involved in build-

                                                           
7 http://www.xrce.xerox.com/programs/kc/docsouls.html   



ing a new personality are described in the U.S. patent 6,732,090 that can be 

downloaded at www.uspto.gov. A task-centric search agent can be a simple wrapper 

[12] if the data available on the web site is already centered on a specific domain, or it 

can involve both a search over a general data repository followed by task-specific 

filter [13]. In the current implementation, each search agent is handcrafted. A person-

ality is then any collection of such search agents. 

 

4.   Related Systems and Conclusion 

 

The idea of having anticipatory information systems is not new. Watson [14] , for 

example, from the InfoLab at the University of Northwestern, was a program which 

operated while a user created a document. Watson retrieved information from third-

party service providers as the user worked, information from which the user could 

select for further investigation. Autonomy proposed a system called ActiveKnowledge 

which could analyze documents as they were being prepared on the user's computer 

desktop and then provide links to relevant information. A number of systems exist for 

adding automatic annotation to text from Microsoft’s ActiveTags to ClearForests Tags 

system which identify certain classes of entities and connect them automatically to 

additional online information. The Vividocs system [15] included a document analysis 

system that could stay active and periodically bring in new information from the Web 

or Grid. The principal novelty of Document Souls resides in the idea of personalities 

that create the context that focuses and restricts the search activities generated by a 

document.  

 

Document Souls has been developed as an advanced prototype by the Xerox Re-

search Centre Europe.  Contact docsouls-techsupport@xrce.xerox.com for more in-

formation about the current state of Document Souls. 
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